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Abstract
Service composition is an aggregate of services often
leveraged to automate the enterprise business processes.
While Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been a
forefront of service composition, services can be realized
as efficient distributed and parallel constructs such as
MapReduce, which are not typically exploited in service
composition. With the advent of Software-Defined Net-
working (SDN), global view and control of the entire
network is made available to the networking controller,
which can further be leveraged in application level. This
paper presents FIRM , an approach for Software-Defined
Service Composition by leveraging SDN and MapReduce.
FIRM comprises Find, Invoke, Return, and Manage, as
the core procedures in achieving a QoS-Aware Service
Composition.
I. Introduction
Complex enterprise services such as weather forecast,
disaster prediction, and extraterrestrial activity monitor-
ing systems [1] are traditionally deployed in clusters of
servers distributed across the globe. Many systems con-
sume other public services and mashup the information
to produce a complex service composition. Service com-
position [2] allows complex web services to be designed
by composing simpler web services, and aggregating them
to offer a complex execution of a business process or an
enterprise requirement. As service composition involves
execution of interdependent web services, multiple services
can be composed such that they can be alternatives in
offering the same service composition.
SDN separates the control plane that controls the net-
work from the data plane that consists of the switches that
actually forward the network traffic [3]. Software-Defined
Cloud Networking (SDCN) enables effective configuration
of cloud deployments, extending the SDN paradigm to
cloud-scale, with multiple heterogeneous physical entities
and logical components, such as data centers, storage, and
middleboxes [4]. Context-aware service composition has
been proposed by leveraging SDN for the deployment of
service composition [5].
By deploying the service composition over an SDN,
the controller is given an overall view of the service
composition such as the service instances and the actual
nodes that the services are hosted in. Further, web services
engines contain the service health statistics on how many
service requests were fulfilled by the system, and how many
are on the fly. By making these statistics available to the
controller, the service composition network can be made
partially reconfigurable by the controller.
MapReduce [6] is a programming model that can be
executed in a parallel and distributed manner. While web
services engines such as Apache Axis2 [7] and Apache
CXF [8] are traditionally used for creating and hosting
web services, MapReduce frameworks such as Apache
Hadoop [9] can provide an effective distributed and scal-
able alternative for web services in service compositions,
by realizing and offering the service implementations as
MapReduce applications.
Effective scheduling and routing for the MapReduce
traffic can be ensured by leveraging SDN. Moreover, con-
gestion and failure of the underlying computing nodes and
links can be monitored such that malfunctioning nodes can
be dynamically removed or demoted from the computing
cluster. Further, the execution can be replicated in an
alternative node, or the routing of the MapReduce flows
can be sent through an alternative route, when the network
is observed to be severed partially in a few links or nodes.
Quality of Service (QoS) is crucial in enterprise service
composition frameworks [10]. A service composition can be
made QoS-aware, by considering the network congestion
and load on the chosen web services or links, in choosing
the web service deployments among the multiple available
alternatives for the composition. Software-Defined Service
Composition leverages the centralized global view of the
network offered by the SDN controller in achieving the
QoS-awareness.
FIRM is an approach for large-scale QoS-aware ser-
vice composition, leveraging SDN and approaches and
paradigms such as MapReduce and dynamic programming.
It proposes four procedures, named Find, Invoke, Return,
and Manage for an application-aware service composition.
Find procedure finds the appropriate service installations
as the core services in the composition. Invoke invokes
the chosen service deployments in an efficient and dis-
tributed environment. Return returns the results of the
service compositions back to the user. Manage manages
and orchestrates the service composition through a web
service registry as well as the SDN controller.
Use of SDN and the adaptive service composition is
found to be more beneficial for time consuming workflows
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such as MapReduce on big data, than the regular web
services which are shorter in execution time. Exploiting the
history information of the MapReduce execution cluster
readily available to Hadoop, web services health status
available to the web services registry, and a global view
of the network available to the SDN controller, FIRM
attempts to offer a QoS-Aware Software-Defined Service
Composition.
In the upcoming sections, we will further analyze the
proposed FIRM approach. Section II will address back-
ground information and related work on SDN and service
composition. Section III discusses the FIRM approach for
Software-Defined Service Composition and the design of
the solution architecture implementing FIRM . Section IV
further elaborates the prototype implementation details.
Preliminary evaluations on FIRM are discussed in Section
V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with the current
state of the research and future work.
II. Background and Related Work
As the scale and complexity of the networks and sys-
tems is growing larger and larger with time, programma-
bility of clouds and networked systems is researched inten-
sively [11]. SDN facilitates effective management of large
networked systems of cloud scale, increasing the reusability
of the architecture and configurations, by providing a
logically centralized control plane separated from the data
plane that forwards the data [12].
A. Service Composition
While Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been
the forefront of the service composition [13], it is not
uncommon to develop business processes and service com-
positions through other architectural paradigms such as
Resource Oriented Architecture (ROA) [14]. While alter-
native approaches pose their own implementation chal-
lenges and limitations, solutions based on parallel and
distributed frameworks such as MapReduce and Dryad [15]
to replace traditional service compositions can be more
efficient and scalable at each service level.
Web service registry plays a major role in QoS-aware
service composition, as it offers a managed list of descrip-
tions of the services. It stores the service end point descrip-
tions and offers management and governance capabilities
for web services. Many specifications have defined and
standardized the service registry. Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [16] offers a stan-
dardized directory structure as a registry of web services
description. Distributed and effective service registries are
built to minimize the load on the registry, to avoid registry
being a single point of failure. Ad-UDDI is a distributed
service registry, with an active monitoring mechanism [17].
B. Software-Defined Systems
SDN controller manages the routing and forwarding
rules, and updates the data plane which actually carries
out the forwarding rules decided by the control plane [18].
Data plane consisting of multiple instances can be centrally
managed [19]. OpenFlow [20] protocol is considered a
driving force behind SDN. OpenFlow enabled switches can
compose a software-defined network, along with one of the
OpenFlow SDN controller implementations. Controllers
execute, orchestrate, and manage the SDN algorithms and
architectures in a physical network consisting of switches
and hosts, or a network emulated by a network emulator
such as Mininet [21].
Many controllers, from research as well as industry,
implement the OpenFlow protocol. OpenDaylight [22],
Floodlight [23], Ryu [24], Beacon [25], Maestro [26], and
ONOS [27] are commonly cited controllers that imple-
ment the OpenFlow standard [20] to enable SDN. Most
of the service composition and web services frameworks
are developed in Java, and hence, a controller developed
in Java such as ONOS, Floodlight, and OpenDaylight
can be advantageous in developing extensions for service
compositions. As OpenDaylight is a platform supported
by the Linux Foundation with the sponsors from major
players in the networking industry, choosing OpenDaylight
for building a framework for software-defined service com-
position can be advantageous for enterprise adaptation.
C. Related Work
The demand for offering more configurability to service
composition has been on the rise. The Next Generation
Service Overlay Network (NGSON) is a specification of-
fering context-aware service compositions [28], leveraging
SDN and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [29] for
the orchestration of services management and composition.
The standardization effort of NGSON has been the motiva-
tion for many related works, focusing on efficient resource
utilization and achieving pervasive services [30]. However,
the existing implementations so far have not exploited the
programmable networks offered by SDN effectively, to offer
a Software-Defined Service Composition.
Top-k automatic service composition [31] exploits
MapReduce to compose parallel and effective service com-
positions, and evaluates the efficiency of the proposed so-
lution on large-scale service sets. This proves that MapRe-
duce can indeed be an efficient alternative for regular web
services frameworks, in service composition. However, this
work fail short in providing and leveraging the inherent
web services registry that the web services frameworks
offer, where such an information can further be used to
compose QoS-aware service compositions with the effective
use of SDN. Palantir [32] leverages SDN to optimize
MapReduce performance with the network proximity data.
While offering the freedom to use MapReduce and
other distributed execution frameworks for service com-
position, the existing functionality such as the availabil-
ity of an organized web services registry with the end
point descriptions should be highlighted in the improved
approaches. Moreover, SDN should be leveraged to con-
sume the health information and status of the deployed
services readily available from the web service engine
and registry, as well as the network information available
to the controller itself. Hence, Software-Defined Service
Composition can be designed by leveraging SDN for service
compositions with web service technologies, or alternative
parallel and distributed execution frameworks to replace
the traditional web services.
III. Solution Architecture
FIRM is an architecture and framework for Software-
Defined Service Composition. The architecture is sepa-
rated from the deployment, offering a loose coupling be-
tween the logic and implementation. FIRM defines service
compositions loosely, as a compound of multiple execution
of services, which can be traditional web services or indi-
vidual execution of parallel execution frameworks such as
Hadoop or Spark [33]. Hence, throughput or efficiency of
large batch jobs can be improved by decomposing them as
smaller interdependent services or jobs, that can execute
independently, and later be composed to provide the final
result. FIRM effectively delegates the service registry and
management functionalities to the SDN controller exten-
sions, foreseeing a customizable and adaptive web service
composition framework.
FIRM defines Find, Invoke, Return, and Manage as the
core procedures, as shown by Figure 1. The web service en-
gine hosts the web services. Web service registry functions
as a registry that stores the descriptions of web service
deployments including the web service end points. Web
service engines often dynamically store information such as
the requests on the fly, requests completed, requests failed,
for each of the services. Web service registry is connected to
the web service engine to dynamically update the registry
based on the changes in the service deployment and health
status.
Fig. 1. FIRM Procedures
Upon receiving the service composition requests from
the client, Find procedure identifies the services to be
invoked by analyzing the alternative service end points
from the web service registry. Invoke procedure consists of
invoking each of the services identified for the service com-
position. Invoke procedure is distributed and executed in
parallel at service granularity. Return procedure composes
and returns the final output of the service composition
request. Find procedure interacts mostly with the service
registry, where Invoke and Return procedures interact with
the web service engine.
SDN controller, along with its FIRM service com-
position extensions, leverages the network topology and
flow table information readily available to it, and also
exploits the health information from web service engine.
Manage procedure checks the health and congestion of the
service deployments and reorganizes the services registry
and controller extensions by prioritizing the service imple-
mentations dynamically. Hence FIRM offers a preferential
list based on QoS parameters at network level as well as
services or application level.
A. FIRM Execution Flow
Figure 2 depicts the higher level deployment architec-
ture of FIRM , with the switches organized in a fat tree
topology [34]. Data layer consists of the switches that are
orchestrated by the controller in the control layer. The
switches can also be organized in any other data center
network topologies.
Here,
∀ n ∈ Z+; ∀ α ∈ {A, B, . . ., N}: Serviceαn represents the
nth implementation of Serviceα.
Similarly, ∀ m ∈ Z+: Sαnm represents the mth de-
ployment of service implementation Serviceαn. Hence, for
each service,
n∑
i=1
mi alternative deployments exists, with n
different service implementations and a varying number mi
of deployments for each implementation. Hence, a service
composition consists of greater than or equal to min(
n∑
i=1
mi) number of alternative paths. Here each service in the
composition can have
n∑
i=1
mi alternatives, and the service
that has the minimum alternatives limits the number of
potential alternatives for a service composition.
Fig. 2. FIRM Deployment Architecture
Control layer consists of the an SDN controller, con-
troller northbound extensions for service compositions,
and a web service registry. The controller extensions are
core of the FIRM management, which effectively overlook
the interaction between the SDN controller and web service
layer. Controller extensions are either deployed along with
the controller in the same node, or distributed to other
instances, while still providing a unified logical view.
The web service registry holds a sorted list of services
end points and service descriptions, with the input from
the controller. FIRM registry is generalized to accom-
modate MapReduce services, in addition to the regular
web services such as Axis2 or CXF. It is designed as a
simple Java program holding the end points of the master
node that receives the user requests, when the services are
developed with MapReduce or other distributed execution
frameworks. Services are deployed on the hosts that are
connected to the switches in the network. In addition to the
service hosts, the service composition client also is situated
on the services layer.
Web services controller consists of both service compo-
sition client and web service registry. Service composition
client receives the user requests and queries for the service
deployment. It redirects the service calls to relevant ser-
vice deployments, after consulting the service registry. At
network level, the controller has the autonomy to decide
one of the available alternative deployments for the same
service implementation. Each service composition can be
fulfilled by a series of alternative service implementations.
Affinity and Stickiness in Service Invoca-
tions: Each service implementation has multiple deploy-
ments, offering scalability and load balancing to the service
composition. Flow affinity is maintained such that once a
service request is served by a deployment, further requests
from the client are served from the same deployment by
default. While this may seem as counter-intuitive from load
balancing aspects, this avoids migration of state for the
stateful invocations.
Figure 3 depicts a sample service composition workflow.
Initially, the end point URIs (Uniform Resource Iden-
tifiers) of the potential services are retrieved from the
registry by the service composition client. Once the web
services to be invoked for the service composition are
identified, they are executed by the service composition
client. Results are returned to the service composition
client by the respective services. If any service invocation
depends on the results of a previous service invocation, the
service blocks till the results are received. Services that do
not have such dependencies are executed in parallel.
Fig. 3. Service Composition with FIRM
B. FIRM Procedures
The overall execution of FIRM is defined by Algo-
rithm 1 that calls the 4 major FIRM procedures.
Algorithm 1 Execute FIRM
1: procedure Execute()
2: Manage()
3: repeat
4: for (sc in serviceCompositions) do
5: endPoints ← Find(sc)
6: for (ep in endPoints) do
7: Invoke(ep)
8: end for
9: Return(sc)
10: end for
11: until (aborted)
12: end procedure
Manage procedure is invoked at the beginning of the
execution at once, as shown by line 2, which is executed
as an independent thread. Find, Invoke, and Return pro-
cedures are executed from the instance as a loop in the
order, until FIRM is aborted.
Service composition requests are processed in parallel
by the framework, for each of the service composition as
indicated in the lines 4 - 11. Each service composition is
given as an input, which is further decomposed by the Find
procedure to get the series of actual service end points, as
in line 5. For each service end point that has been identified
(line 6), Invoke procedure is invoked (line 7). Hence, Invoke
procedure is invoked in parallel for multiple service end
points. Finally, Return procedure consolidates the outputs
of the service invocations and returns the final outcome of
the service composition (line 9).
Manage procedure is invoked once to initialize the sys-
tem during the start up of FIRM , and waits to be triggered
for updates after initialization execution in the beginning.
This enables a learning behavior, as reportedly congested
service end points and longer execution paths are avoided
or ‘blacklisted’ temporarily, as they are encountered and
reported.
1) Manage: Manage procedure is executed in parallel,
independent of the service composition workflows which
majorly consist of Find, Invoke, and Return procedure
calls. Manage consists of the initiating and maintenance
flows interacting between the controller and service ele-
ments. Algorithm 2 depicts the Manage procedure.
At the beginning of the Manage procedure, the SDN
controller is initialized with the network. initController()
in line 2 initializes the controller and the extensions,
with the flow table entries in the controller. initRegistry
invoked in line 3 initializes the web services registry with
the information of the web service engines to be configured
with FIRM .
Each of the web service engine defined in the web
service registry is initialized with the services deployed
in them as shown by line 5. Initially the registry does
not have any services information. As the web service
Algorithm 2 Managing the FIRM Framework
1: procedure Manage()
2: initController()
3: initRegistry()
4: for (servicEngine in serviceEngines) do
5: init(serviceEngine)
6: updateRegistry(serviceEngine)
7: end for
8: execPromoterThread(frequency)
9: repeat
10: if (triggerUpdate(sc, serviceProperties)) then
11: for (service in serviceProperties) do
12: updateF lowTable(
service, serviceProperties)
13: end for
14: else
15: sleep(frequency)
16: end if
17: until (aborted)
18: end procedure
engines are initialized, the registry is updated with the
service information for each of the web service engines, by
updateRegistry() in line 6.
Manage procedure executes from a master instance,
which is configured with the controller as an extension.
Client threads from the service instances update the web
services registry by invoking the master, when the prefer-
ence order of the end point changes for the next invocation
of web service composition. Manage procedure waits for
the updates to be triggered while idling otherwise.
Once the controller, registry, and the web service
engines are initialized, Manage procedure waits to be
triggered for updates. An update is triggered when the
service engine notices a delay in completing the web service
invocation or when there are an increasing number of web
service requests on the fly for a certain web service engine
deployment. A reference to the triggering or offending
service composition (sc), as well as the exact service prop-
erties (serviceProperties) consisting of the service, sorted
list of preferred installation end points, and description are
received along with the triggerUpdate method, as shown
by line 10.
For each service that is included in the serviceProper-
ties as the offending services, the SDN flow table is updated
to reorder the preferred node to be used among the iden-
tical service deployments. updateFlowTable() invoked in
line 12 updates the flow tables in the switches accordingly
to route to the specific deployment of the web service
implementation among the identical implementations.
Periodically Promoting the Demoted Deploy-
ments: As updateFlowTable() usually operates in de-
moting the service hosts from the routing tables, the
services that are removed from the list must be added back
periodically as they may have recovered from the over-
load, congestion, or the adverse status observed previously.
execPromoterThread() invoked in line 8 ensures that the
service deployments that have been demoted are periodi-
cally promoted back to serve the service invocations. This
thread functions as a shuffling operation to ensure that no
service is underused.
Algorithm 3 presents the promoter thread which exe-
cutes independently in a timely manner to promote the
‘blacklisted’ service deployments back to serve the web
service requests. While this can be done by analyzing the
health statistics of completed web service requests previ-
ously on the fly after ‘blacklisting’ the service deployment,
in simplistic approach it is often just decided based on a
random event such as flipping a coin at random intervals,
as shown by line 5 by invoking flipACoin() which returns
a boolean value in a fair random manner. A frequency
value is given as an input to the method to indicate how
frequently the flipACoin() should be invoked.
Algorithm 3 Promoter Thread
1: procedure ExecPromoterThread(frequency)
2: repeat
3: promote.flag ← false
4: sleep(frequency)
5: promote.flag ← flipACoin(frequency)
6: if (promote.flag) then
7: promote.serviceID ← readRandomLine(
listOfBlacklistedDeployments)
8: promote(promote.serviceID)
9: end if
10: until (noSerivcesToPromote)
11: end procedure
To avoid invoking the promote() too frequently, the
promote flag is initialized to false (line 3), and the method
sleeps for a given time for each iteration. At the specified
frequency, the promote flag is reset by flipping a coin (line
5). If promote.flag value is set to true by the random
event flipping coin, a random service deployment that was
previously disabled is set to receive further web service
requests in the future, till it is blacklisted again due
to congestion or overload. The service to promoted is
chosen by reading the list of black listed deployments at a
random line. As each line represents a service, the service
that is randomly chosen is promoted back to receive the
web service invocations, as shown by line 8. As with the
invocation frequency of promote(), choosing the service
to be promoted can also be executed adhering to more
intuitive algorithms than finding a random service.
2) Find: Find is the first procedure in the FIRM
workflow, which finds the relevant service deployments to
invoke for the service composition. Find is depicted by
Algorithm 4.
Each service composition sc is parsed into a map of
services and properties, as in line 2. For each of the services
in the service properties map, the list of implementations
is derived from the registry (line 4). Service properties are
retrieved from the service, as shown by line 5, retrieving
information crucial for finding the service deployment best-
fit for the composition.
Algorithm 5 Invoke Services
1: procedure Invoke(ep)
2: for (ep′ in ep.properties.dependsOn()) do
3: repeat
4: sleep()
5: until (ep’.out 6= ∅)
6: ep.params.add(ep′.out)
7: end for
8: ep.out← call(ep)
9: end procedure
Algorithm 4 Find Services
1: procedure Find(sc)
2: sc.serviceMap < services, properties > ← parse(sc)
3: for (service in serviceMap.getKeys()) do
4: endPoints ← getAvailableImpls(service)
5: ep.properties ← properties.get(service.getID())
6: ep.service ← getEndPoint(ep.properties)
7: sortedEndPoints.add(ep)
8: end for
9: Return (sortedEndPoints)
10: end procedure
One of the service deployment end points, among the
multiple potential service deployments is chosen, using
the properties of the service as the parameter for the
method getEndPoint() as in line 6. The end point is often
a symbolic reference to the list of deployments of the
same implementation. The exact deployment end point
URI is chosen by the SDN extension, from the routing
table as maintained by Manage procedure. Upon delegated
to the network level, finding the exact host to invoke the
service deployment is orthogonal to the Find procedure, as
handled effectively by the controller.
The service end point as well as its properties are added
to the sortedEndPoints variable, as shown in line 7. The
service properties include service composition operators,
which define how the service is related to the other services
in the composition, whether the service execution can be
distributed, should it block the subsequent service calls
to the next service invocation, or can it be executed in
parallel. Finally the list of sortedEndPoints is returned for
the input of sc.
Minimizing Communication Overheads:
While the service deployment can be chosen following a
na¨ıve approach such as choosing the first in the list of avail-
able service end points, FIRM enables finding the service
deployments that are in close proximity to each other, for
each invocation of service composition. This minimizes the
overhead caused by the inter-rack communication across
the service deployments of the service composition, exploit-
ing the network topology readily available to the controller.
3) Invoke: Invoke is the second procedure in the
FIRM workflow, which invokes one deployment for each
of the service in the service composition. A service im-
plementation is chosen by the Find procedure, and the
controller is responsible for picking one of the exact service
deployment end points for the execution. Manage proce-
dure will be invoked if the status of a service deployment
changes due to the service invocations. Invoke procedure
is depicted by Algorithm 5.
Dynamic programming has been leveraged to effec-
tively reuse the previously computed service execution
results in the latter service executions or service composi-
tions that depend on the previous. The service invocations
that the current service depends on, are included into the
service properties, such that they can be retrieved for the
execution of the current service. The service invocation
waits till the previous service executions that are the
dependencies for the current execution are completed.
Once the previous service execution results are avail-
able, they are added to the current service invocation
parameters, as in line 6. Finally the current service call is
initialized, and the result is stored as shown by line 8, for
the future service executions that depend on the current.
4) Return: Return procedure consolidates and returns
the final result of the service composition execution back
to the user. The web service engine updates its status on
completed and pending web service requests.
C. Layered Architecture of FIRM
FIRM has been developed following a layered archi-
tecture with a network view and a service composition
view. Figure 4 shows the overall layered architecture of
FIRM displaying both views. Network view consists of the
hosts deployed on top of the network. Controller Servers
are connected to the switches through OpenFlow protocol.
All the servers are configured to form a network through
the switches.
Service composition view looks into the same hosts
through a higher level of abstraction. OpenDaylight, the
default SDN Controller of FIRM , enables communication
between the two views, as it is known from, and aware
of, both views - through its southbound OpenFlow API
to network view, and through its northbound user-facing
APIs to service composition view. SDN controller is de-
ployed as a cluster for scalability. Service Composition
Master is responsible for the Manage procedure, which
coordinates and manages the network in the service com-
position view.
Along with the service composition master, multiple
service composition secondary nodes are deployed to avoid
single point of failure and overloading the master. Service
registry consists of the description of the services hosted in
the service engines. Service Composition Master gets the
service health information from the web service engines
and Hadoop Master instance of each of the Hadoop clusters
and updates the SDN controller on the routing table. The
service composition master uses service registry to get the
list of services and service descriptions. It is further used
to get the service end points which were earlier removed
from the routing table by the Manage procedure back
to the controller. Hence, the hosts hosting those services
Fig. 4. Prototype Implementation Deployment - A Three-Dimensional View of FIRM Hosts and Topology
are added back to the flow tables after a specific time of
blacklisting the congested or malfunctioning instances.
Service composition client is responsible for the Invoke
procedure, where it simply invokes the relevant Axis2 or
CXF services hosted in the Axis2 engine or CXF engine
respectively. Moreover, it also connects to the Hadoop-
Master instance which mimics the web service engines in
producing the access point for the MapReduce cluster.
In addition to the Hadoop-Master instance, each Hadoop
cluster consists of a NameNode, JobTracker, TaskTracker,
Secondary NameNode, and multiple DataNodes. The mul-
tiple DataNodes contribute to the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS). Service Composition client also returns
the final outcome of the web service invocations to the
service composition user.
IV. Implementation
A prototype of FIRM was implemented to examine the
feasibility of the proposed architecture with heterogeneous
web service engines, Apache Hadoop 2.7.1, and Open-
Daylight Lithium SDN controller. Apache Axis2 1.6.3 and
Apache CXF 3.1.3 were used as the web service engines in
the prototype developments. Service Registry was custom
developed in order to accommodate descriptions of services
deployed in heterogeneous web service engines, including
the use of MapReduce frameworks such as Hadoop in the
service composition workflow, replacing a traditional web
service engine.
A. Service Registry
FIRM depends on the availability of multiple imple-
mentations of services offering same functionality, and
multiple deployments of same implementations which can
be chosen by the SDN controller extensions, where the
service discovery is partially delegated to the network level.
Highly congested service deployments, as observed from
the service engine, are moved backwards or temporarily
blacklisted from the controller extension. Hosts consisting
of available service deployments that are high in the
priority list are marked in the flow tables for the service
composition workflows.
An Nginx [35] style configuration was used for service
descriptions in the registry. Given below is a sample service
listing in the registry, with minimal description.
services {
service instance_count {
type simple ;
impl axis2 {
axa 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 0 4 ;
. . .
axz 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 2 9 ;
}
impl cxf {
type jaxws_preliminary_ver {
cxa 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 3 0 ;
}
type jaxws_ver_2 {
update t rue ;
cxb 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 3 1 ;
}
type jaxrs {
cxc 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 3 2 ;
}
}
impl mapreduce {
mra 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 3 3 ;
. . .
mry 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 5 7 ;
}
}
service weather {
type composition ;
entry_point 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 1 6 4 ;
description { predicts the weather based on
statistical models } ;
services {
instance_count {
order 1 ;
}
adder {
order 2 ;
serialized f a l s e ;
}
mean {
order 3 ;
serialized t rue ;
}
}
}
}
This format minimizes the text, and makes it easy
to configure by the system administrators, as they are
usually familiar with the Nginx-style configurations. Fur-
ther service parameters can be added and parsed into
the controller extension by extending the existing service
registry reader APIs of FIRM .
Descriptions for the simple services define the service
names, basic description, different installations, and mul-
tiple deployment end points for each of those installa-
tions. These alternative end points are basically multi-
ple physical or virtual deployments of the same service
code. Multiple service engines are deployed with the same
service registry. Moreover, different implementations exist,
even using the same service engine as depicted for CXF,
where 3 implementations exist for the sample - 1 is a
REST/JAX-RS based implementation, with the other 2
being SOA/JAX-WS based implementations. Further ex-
tended service specific parameters can be added, as shown
by the property “update” for CXF implementation of
jaxws preliminary ver. Service end point is the crucial
information for simple web services.
Service compositions are defined by their underlying
services. Execution order, whether the service can be dis-
tributed, should the service wait till the previous execution
to complete, are a few of the regular properties included
for the composition. An entry point is often defined for
a service composition to compose and return the final
output of the service composition in the Return phase. The
entry point functions as the web service composition client.
The registry can be modified through the configuration
file at start up time, or can be modified manually or by
FIRM dynamically, based on the preference of the services.
Services’ preference order is changed based on the load on
the web services as observed by the service engine.
If the client does not indicate a preference for specific
service implementations and deployments in the service
composition request, FIRM decides the service deploy-
ments to invoke in a QoS-aware manner. First, service
implementations are often handled at the registry level,
where service deployments for the same implementation is
handled at SDN level. For the first web service request,
controller extensions are invoked to find the potential
services. Time taken to complete an individual service is
measured at the web service engine, and the time taken
to complete the service composition is measured at FIRM
manager instance. The nodes hosting the web service
deployments which consume more time to complete the
service requests are moved downwards in the routing table
to avoid further network flows to be routed to those nodes.
Thus, finding the right service deployment is partially
delegated to the SDN extension.
B. Service Composition
Requests to service compositions are described in the
same way as service compositions are defined in the service
registry. Users can execute complex queries of service com-
positions, by defining the service compositions with the
services and service compositions defined in the registry.
Service compositions are given as tuples of services and
the list of inputs for each of the services. The output
of a service can be chained as the input of another,
making the service composition. A simple GUI is also in
place, implementing the relevant REST APIs, deploying
the entire FIRM system as a web application. Given below
is an example web service composition where the outputs
of both service1 and service2 invocations are given as the
input for the service3.
<Service3 ,(< Service1 , Input1>,<Service2 , Input2>)>
Here Service1 and Service2 can be executed in parallel,
while Service3 will have to wait till both Service1 and
Service2 complete the execution, as it depends on their
results as its input.
V. Evaluation
FIRM was evaluated for its performance and scalability
in a combination of real and emulated service composi-
tion networks. Due to the limited accessibility to a 1024
host large scale multi-rack data center network, emu-
lated networks were developed with FIRM , Mininet, and
OpenDaylight, with web service frameworks and Hadoop.
Performance of FIRM and Software-Defined Service Com-
position approach was benchmarked against the regular
service compositions, for a complex service composition of
weather prediction.
A. Performance and Scalability
Three major application scenarios were evaluated for
the execution of multiple service composition requests: (i)
Base service composition as offered by the web service en-
gines and MapReduce frameworks; (ii) Service invocation
with flow affinity improvements as proposed by FIRM ,
while not leveraging SDN and being completely agnostic to
the network; (iii) With both affinity and congestion control
offered by FIRM , leveraging SDN. As FIRM development
and deployment followed an incremental approach, (ii)
offered an intermediate state without deployment on SDN,
while (iii) offered a complete implementation of FIRM
and deployment on SDN. Approach (ii) finds the service
deployments entirely at the service level using the service
status information available to the web service engines.
Figure 5 depicts the time taken for all these three
scenarios. Base approach took up to 1000 seconds to com-
plete the service compositions. The solution scaled well,
Fig. 6. Deviation (%) in the Completion Time
TABLE I. Enhancements to Service Composition
Feature Existing Approaches FIRM
Scalability High Higher
Bandwidth Overhead Low Low
Congestion Awareness Low High
Performance High Higher
Distributed Execution High Higher
efficiently across the large cluster of 1024 nodes. However,
there was a considerable data transfer across the nodes and
racks even for a single service composition, which increased
the bandwidth consumption.
Fig. 5. FIRM Approach With and Without SDN
In the approach (ii), the network was observed to
be adaptively scaling based on the service composition
requests. However, since the network statistics and load
was not monitored or considered, when the load of the
web service requests went beyond a certain value, a few of
the services faced overload and congestion. As a result,
though the system scaled for reasonably large service
compositions, it started to take much more time when the
requests reached 9,000.
In the final congestion-aware deployment of FIRM ,
the nodes that were already serving larger number of
services were avoided dynamically. While this initially
seemed to consume more time than the second approach
using the statistics available for the web service engine, this
approach scaled uniformly even for much larger systems.
B. Load Balancing and Congestion Awareness
Figure 6 depicts the deviation in completion time
across multiple service composition executions, in order
to find the imbalance in service distribution. The base
approach handles the load balancing reasonably well, as
Hadoop/MapReduce and web service engines are already
optimized to distribute service requests across multiple
instances. When attempting to distribute the load across
multiple instances respecting flow affinity without lever-
aging SDN, there was a considerable overload in a few
services. By leveraging SDN to dynamically route the
traffic to the instances that are under-loaded, FIRM offers
congestion awareness and balances the load even for higher
concurrency levels effectively.
Table I compares the existing network agnostic ap-
proaches in service composition with SDN-based FIRM
approach. While the related service composition frame-
works offer a high scalability and performance, FIRM
offers an even higher scalability and performance by lever-
aging SDN. Service executions should be executed with less
communication overheads by avoiding frequent transfer
of data and state across multiple servers, to minimize
the bandwidth consumption. Both a network-agnostic and
FIRM approaches produce low bandwidth overhead by
offering flow affinity. While not compromising flow affin-
ity, FIRM offers a more distributed approach to service
composition with congestion awareness, which is lacking
in the network agnostic service composition approaches.
VI. Conclusion and Future Work
FIRM proposes Software-Defined Service Composition
by leveraging SDN for a QoS-aware service composition.
Axis2 and CXF web service engines and Hadoop MapRe-
duce framework are used for constructing the services for
the compositions. Evaluation on the prototype implemen-
tation indicated that by utilizing the status information
of the network available from SDN, service composition
frameworks can be made scalable and efficient.
FIRM has been designed loosely coupled to specific
technology, and avoids depending on web services as it can
be implemented for any execution that can be made into
a series of executions. As a future work, FIRM should be
implemented for more distributed execution frameworks
such as Dryad [15] and Apache Spark [33] and evaluated
for more service composition use case scenarios in real-
world physical deployment environments.
While FIRM targets service composition with web
services and distributed execution frameworks, Software-
Defined Service Composition can be extended for the
network functions, in service composition of middlebox ac-
tions, such as load balancing and firewall. There have been
previous work on developing a framework for NFV [36].
Adopting Software-Defined Service Composition as an
NFV framework for service function chaining should be
benchmarked with the existing approaches.
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